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Appreciations

The C.M.S. Class of 2009 wants to thank the Social Studies department for their desire to teach and inspire us about our past, present, and future. We appreciate their enthusiasm and involvement in our daily routine. Thank you!!
Some adults say they would give anything to be a kid again. There is one teacher at CMS who is still a kid at heart. Mr. Cadigan has a special place in the hearts of the eighth graders at the Peabody building. He is a perfect fit to work with them. Sometimes boys need to be boys and Mr. Cadigan helps them understand that bad decisions lead to consequences. He teaches his students how to deal with life's flaws and pleasures, but when students struggle, he is there to assist you. In his spare time, he cooks for his family and goes fishing with friends on his boat. Mr. Cadigan always said that working with kids is easier than working with adults because they are more straightforward. That obviously was before he met our class. When you walk down the halls of Peabody, the air is filled with the sounds of students calling out for "Mr. C", "Kitty", or "Hey You". Whatever you call him, the 2008-2009 CMS class at Peabody will always remember Mr. Cadigan.

Everyone is able to relate to the feeling of being stuck in a never-ending class, but Ms. Welburn has a knack for turning the task of memorizing verbs into a fun game. Both Sanborn and Peabody students enjoy her enthusiasm while teaching a foreign language and its culture. Growing up in Wellesley, MA (a town near Concord), Ms. Welburn already knows much about her students. She always wanted to be a teacher, and while at first pursued English, at the last minute she changed her mind and decided to teach French. In her spare time, Ms. Welburn enjoys running, practicing yoga, playing floor hockey, taking fun classes, and listening to acoustic folk music. She also enjoys time with family and friends. Being a French teacher, Ms. Welburn travels to France on summer vacations, coming back to CMS with cultural and fun stories. She has also coached field hockey and lacrosse, and comes to school early to prep her students for the National French Exam. Ms. Welburn deserves to be recognized with this dedication for the joy she spreads throughout the Concord Middle School.
Administration
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Assistant Principal
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Principal
Warm Welcomes/Fond Farewells

The CMS community would like to warmly welcome the new staff to our school. We have high hopes that they will stay long and enlighten our students while having fun!

After working at Concord Middle School for 21 years, Mrs. Aldrich has decided the time has come to retire. In her retirement, she is looking forward to traveling and spending more time with her family. In addition to teaching her FACS and Health classes, Mrs. Aldrich also ran Student Leaders for many years. She enjoyed watching the students try to change things they didn't like or agree with. She has also run Chef's Club. Teaching was something that she always wanted to do because she loves working with kids. The students are her favorite part of the job at CMS. She has enjoyed watching the students of CMS grow, learn and try new things. The staff and students will miss her very much, but we are grateful for the time Mrs. Aldrich has spent teaching the students of the Concord Middle School.

LEARN  grow  create
Candids Around the Middle School
CELEBRITY LOOK ALIKES

Josh Hutcherson
Dan Callahan
Diego Luna
Sebastiaan Rodriguez

Victoria Justice
Sarah Adams
Keira Knightley
Julia Reynolds

Adam Lamberg
Ty Karman
Tom Felton
Jack Canepa

Amanda Seyfried
Isabella Caliandro
Lisa Veronica
Jessica Vultaggio
SILLY HOROSCOPES

Aries—March 21–April 19=Order Thai food for dinner tonight, and greatness will be thrust upon you.

Taurus—April 20–May 20=You love to project yourself as a fun, smart and successful person. Keep your confidence up.

Gemini—May 21–June 20=If you go to Bedford Farms after school, a free raspberry lime rickey will find its way into your life.

Cancer—June 21–July 22=Submit your name to the next contest you come across and you will be sure to win.

Leo—July 23–August 22=You will discover a new ice cream flavor this summer.

Virgo—August 23–September 22=You must wear a Red Sox jersey for the next three days or they will lose.

Libra—September 23–October 22=If you laugh at yourself, you will never run out of things to laugh at.

Scorpio—October 23–November 21=While you feel hyper and cheery now, you’re going to deflate in a couple of days, so get some sleep!

Sagittarius—November 22–December 21=You will have good luck in the month of August 2009.

Capricorn—December 22–January 19=Cheer up! The worst has passed, it’s vacation!

Aquarius—January 20–February 18=Do not mistake temptation for opportunity.

Pisces—February 19–March 20=Don’t argue with a fool. People might not know the difference.
CMS STAFF

Catherine Paladino  SCIENCE
Linda Penniston  ENGLISH
Barbara Peskin  INST TECH
Jodie Peterson  SPED TUTOR
Wendy Pfaffenbach  ENGLISH
Rachel Plante  ART

Dyan Pollock  SPED TUTOR
Rhea Reed  CASE
Laura Regin  ENGLISH
Daniel Rivenburgh  MUSIC/CHORUS
Robbin Robison  SOCIAL STUDIES
Jesus Rodriguez-Digum  FOR. LANG

Victoria Rowe  SPED TUTOR
Bob Seely  BAND
Kevin Shanley  MUSIC/Drama
Doug Shuttrick  APPLIED TECH
Cheryl Shea  ART
Maria Sira  FOR. LANG

Caroline Stephens  SPED
Mitchell Stern  MATH
Elizabeth Stokwood  LIBRARY
Su-Chih Sun  MANDARIN
Gavin Sykes-McLaughlin  SOCIAL STUDIES
Sharon Taft  PHYS. ED

Bill Walsh  BLDG. SERVICES
Courtney Welburn  FOR. LANG
Elizabeth Welburn  ENGLISH
Bernard Wenstrom  HEALTH
Charlene Wiebe  SPED
Junie Wong  SCIENCE

Susan Wylie  SPED TUTOR
Joanna Zarikas  SPED TUTOR
HOT

Last Period Friday
Vacations
Snow Days/ Delays
Chocolate/ Candy
Movie Days in class
No Homework
Cafeteria Dances
Making up work after a sick day
Mondays
Floor Hockey Goggles
When it feels like Friday, but it's actually Tuesday morning

Monday Night TV shows!! Converse
Facebook
Youtube
LOL
Texting
Health Question Box
Butter Cream Frosting
SNL Dances
YEARBOOK 2009!

or

Cafeteria Dances
Making up work after a sick day
Mondays
Floor Hockey Goggles
When it feels like Friday, but it's actually Tuesday morning

MySpace
Homework
Gumdrops
There's no shows on Friday

honesty box

NOT
Pick-Up Lines

Hi. I suffer from amnesia. Do I come here often?

You were born without a heart but you stole mine.

Hey, somebody passed gas, let's get out of here.

Look at his/her shirt label. When they say, "What are you doing?", say "Checking to see if you were made in heaven."

My love for you is like a caged tiger... I can't control it.

Are you a tamale? 'Cause you're hot.

Excuse me, I think you have something in your eye. Nope, it's just a sparkle.

Hello, I'm a thief, and I'm here to steal your heart.

I've been noticing you not noticing me.

Hello. Cupid called. He says to tell you that he needs my heart back.

Why do you keep fallin'? I'm fallin' for you...
Ms. Shea - Sanborn

Mr. Fisher - Peabody
Ms. Pfaffenbach
Sanborn

Ms Moss - Peabody
Ms. Kaiter - Sanborn
Ms. Sira - Peabody
Class of 2015
Superlatives

Most Athletic: Sarah Bagley, Evan Boynton
Best Smile: Audrey Ng, Javier Flores

Most Academic: Neha Bhatia, Aaron Herman
Funniest: Danielle Gordon, Cray Novick

Most Artistic: Zoe H-M, Jamie Wallen
Best Laugh: Lea Guertin, Sebastiaan Rodriguez
SUPERLATIVES

Best Laugh
Jasmin Pimental, Peter Anastos

Best Smile
Maddie Holmes, Williston Johnson

Most Outgoing

Most Academic

Most Athletic
Anayancy Bonnet, Patrick O'Brien

Most Artistic
Elizabeth Zeng, Stephen Yen

Funniest
Halle Burns, Zach Bloom

Most Likely to Be a Super Hero
Gabby Nguyen-Hurst, Ty Karman

Chloe Bruning, Sam Copeland

Izze Callandro, Otis Francis
Benoit - Sanborn
Harmon - Peabody
Rose-Marie Fuchs  
Jesse Gagne  
Alexandra Gearty  
Guy Gechman  
Emma Giancangello  
Margaret Giles  
Mayah Gilmer  
Rebecca Goggin  
John Grace  
Paige Grewley  
Julia Gregory  
Corinne Haase  
Taylor Hale  
Caroline Hall  
Jason Han  
Tessa Hanselman  
Ronald Hargrove  
Charles Hart  
Tobias Harvey  
Jamir Henderson  
Eliza Henry  
Jacob Hessing-Katz  
Jordan Hill  
Natalie Hobson  
Sophie Holin  
Chloe Howes  
Sarah Hutchinson  
Elana Israel  
Joseph Jacobs  
Amelia Johnson

Ms. Regis - Sanborn  Ms. Newhall - Peabody
Class of 2014
Class of 2014
Class of 2014

Thomas Yalle-Hong
Lucas Van Dyke
Cameron Veldrein
Isabella Vercano
Brendan Voscher
Hunh Vo
Michael Vealik
Madeleine Waddoups
Joseph Wakeman
Johanna Walliser
Lili Wallis
Michael Wang
Ethan Webb
Alysha Wedge
Sarah Welch
Christian Westley-Texelma
Hayle Wesolowski
Molly Whitman
Charles Wilkerson Jr.
Delaney Williams
Isabelle Williams
Sovia Williams
Alexander Windmiller
Allison Wong
Kyle Woodson
Ashira Wright
Isaac Xia
Stephanie Yang
Anelina Zhang
Sage Zierling
6th Grade Spaghetti Dinner Dance
7th Grade Barbeque Dance
7th-8th Grade Spring Dance
8th Grade Valentine's Dance
Life stinks then you die - Chloe B and Claire J

Legit

In-a-pro
-Bart B

FAIL
-Jason D

Trees have feelings too!!
-Izze C

Fanks man
-Lea G

B.A.
-Rawr
-Sarah H

Hands in a fish bowl
-Aisling H

Blek
-Maggie F

I hear dat
-Anayancy B, Soleina G, Audri M

Say Whaaaaaaaaaat?
-Jesse Brennan

Babe

Pop-A-Squat

That's what she said

Bummer
-Brendan F

Gosh darn it
-Cathy J
Eighth Graders - Houses 3 & 6
Craziest Talents!

Nadav D. can put his leg over his head!

Allie M. can touch her toes to the back of her head doing a backbend!

Nick C. can lick his elbow!

Meghan G. can flip her tongue into the shape of a shamrock!

Kaylin T. can do Parcour.

Soleina G. can sound like Stitch from Lilo and Stitch!

Ben T. can do a Rubix cube!

Sage H. can fit through a chair!
Sanborn Prophecies

Katie Angelekis- Radiologist
Evan Armanetti- Under Armor Owner
Elena Arroyo- Sea Trainer
Tim Badgley- Ice Cream Man
Sarah Bagley- Hockey Player
Peter Bailey-Wells- The Future Mr. Celucci
Bryan Benjamin- Surfer
Emily Benjamin- Hollister Manager
Laura Bentley- Shoe Designer
Neha Bhate- English Teacher
Evan Boynton- Sports Commentator
Jesse Brennan- Softball Coach
Thomas Bruttomesso- Little League Coach
Jack Canepa- Napoleon Dynamite Voice Imitator
Matthew Chang- Fire Breather
Brian Chen- The Next Julius Caesar
Lysander Christakis- Stunt Man
Annabelle Collins- Law & Order Lawyer
Nick Confrey- Famous Documentary Maker
Abby Cramer- American Idol Winner
Yvonne Cristy- Perfume Maker
Tim Day- Lucky Lottery Winner
Andrew Delta Valpe- Red Sox Pitcher
Brian Demers- Fireman
Nadav DeSharon- Cheese Maker
Forrest Dickson- Starring in Forrest Gump Remake
Andrew DiGiovanni- Timberland Model
Julia Donahoe- Camp Counselor
Jason Dyman- Politician
Lahisha Falaise- Comedian
Lucy Fell- Mi Vida Loca Writer
Brendan Finigan- Sweatshirt Designer
Claire Fitch- A Navega
Javier Flores- Video Game Tester
Autumn Fuller- Acrobat
Miranda Gaede- Movie Director
Brienna Gonsalves- University Dean
Danielle Gordon- The Next Mr. Wenstrom
Annie Grant- Supermodel
Tatiana Grava- Vampire
Nick Gravel- Mr. Oprah Winfrey
Lea Gurtin- Heroes Writer
Sage Hahn- Tour Guide
Megan Hello- Lifeguard
Ailin Hegarty- Prison Guard
Aaron Herman- Nobel Prize Winner
Chris Hickling- Pharmacist
Robbie Hoaglund- T-Shirt Designer
Zoe HM- Security Guard
Dan Horvath- Applied Tech Teacher
Gabriel Jackson- Traffic Guard
Shelbi James- Manicurist
Kevin Jim- Bill Nye The Science Guy
Becca Jump- Converse Designer
Jaime Kasz- Jeweler
Samantha Kindler- Doctor on HOUSE
Leland Kirshen- Mailman
Christian Krueger- Helicopter Pilot
Gavin Lambert- Brines Employee
Hannah Lane- DJ
Seamus Lawlor- Telemarketer
Eva Leibbrandt- Interpreter
Samantha Lozada- Gym Teacher
Casey Mandrioli- Café Owner
Nick McCormack- College Professor
Chris McKney- Fencer
Connor McCourt- Sunglasses Designer
Brian McGonagle- Telemarketer
Phillip Mitchell- Skateboarder
Elise Melhous- Scalper
Acadia Moeyerson- Skier
Audrey Ng- Covergirl
Cray Novick- Edgar Allen Poe
Will O'Brien- Superhero
BJ Oh- Car Dealer
Rose Paleologos- CTU Agent
James Palmer- Novelist
Nikita Rajgopal- Grey's Anatomy Writer
Julia Reynolds- Broadway Actress
Brian Rich- Celebrity Stalker
Sebastian Rodriguez- Pro Poker Player
Hannah Ryder- Olympic Runner
Danielle Scichilone- Police Officer
Lila Selle- Disney Channel Star
Jack Struck- Insurance Guy
Alex Sugarman- Celtics Player
Ben Talbot- Photographer
Chelsea Tenen- Shampoo Creator
Kaylin Two Feathers- Little Miss Sunshine
Nicole Voyest- Tree Surgeon
Jess Vultaggio- Architect
Jamie Wellen- Nuclear Engineer
Hannah Wilson- Make-up Artist
Michael Wiper- Gambler
Meg Yamin- Talk Show Host
Linda Yang- Doll Maker
Rachel Zhu- Dancer
Peabody Prophecies

Sarah Adams: Futsal Star
Keith Allen: Inventor
Peter Anastos: Hockey Coach
Katie Armstrong: Broadway star
Clare Bannon: Kindergarten teacher
Zach Bloom: Fantasy Writer
Anyancy Bonnet: Queen of Broadway
Will Boyajian: Professor
Bart Boyle: Baseball Coach
Pilar Broggi: Psychiatrist
Trevor Brumm: Director
Chloe Bruning: 1st Female Red Sox Player
Nathaniel Bryant-Ridpath: Recycle Man
Michelle Burke: ANTM Winner
Halle Burns: Soccer Star
Nico Calabria: Late Talk Show Host
Isabella Calandro: Organic Clothing Designer
Dan Callahan: Editor in Chief of the NY Times
Isabella Caruso: Barn Owner
Chelsea Claggett: Olympic Swimmer
Jack Colton: Marathon Winner
Sam Copeland: Cartoonist
Jillian D’Arrigo: The Next Orville Redenbacker
Annabelle Davies: Jockey
Dan DeRoche: Policeman
Alain Dor: Ralph Lauren Model
Will Easterday: Easterbunny
Amanda Echavarri: Tabloid Reporter
Mel Endo: Dance Teacher
Griffin Fadden: Sports Commentator
Patrick Falzer: Pro Call Surfer
Greg Fauchet: The Next David Beckham
Maggie Fisher: Music Producer
Otis Francis: Pizza Guy
Soleina Garcia: TV Interviewer
Meghan Garvey: Singer
Nick Given: Stunt Double
Pip Gonatas: Mickey Mouse
Ariel Goos: Guitar Teacher
Zoe Gregoric: Nymph
Jake Gutwillig: Hair Model
Michaela Haller: Amazing Athlete
Ben Haney: Head of Fast Food Empire
Andrei Hardy: UFC Fighter
Brendan Harrington: Pro Hockey Player
Cole Heywood: Historian
Maddie Holmes: Candy Shop Owner
Sarah Huggins: Personal Shopper
Briggs Hupper: Ninja
Cathy Jamison: SNL Actress
Claire Johnson: Skating Teacher
Williston Johnson: Salesman
Marisa Kager: Olympic Gymnast
Ty Karman: Rock Star
Galen Kerr: Pro Softball Pitcher
Maddie Kiszewski: Boston Duck Tour Guide
Ben Kuettel: Judge
Robert Leahy: Senator
Alanna Lee: School Librarian
Allie MacKenzie: Designer
Edwin Marroquin: FAO Schwarz
James Mazzola: Army General
Katherine McNally: FOX News Host
Claire Megan: Hip Hop Dancer
Maureen Moniz: Salon Owner
Audrianna Monteiro: Lawyer
Gabrielle Nguyen-Hurst: Mangaka
Patrick O'Brien: High School Principal
Stephanie O'Neil: Environmentalist
Thomas Pacelle: Harvard Graduate
Jasmin Pimental: Photographer
Britney Roberts: Choreographer
Guy Shapiro: Club owner
Colin Smith: Psychologist
Sid Srivastava: Math Professor
Thomas Street: FBI Agent
Elijah Swanson: Restaurant Owner
Kate Thornburg: Manga Specialist
Seamus Vahey: Politician
Jelle van der Hilst: English Teacher
Marije van der Hilst: Seismologist
Sam Ventl: Fireman
Clara Vierstra: Reality TV Star
Shirley Wang: Saxophonist at Boston Pops
Oliver Ward: Comedian
Kevin Wholihan: Duke Basketball Coach
Kate Wyeth: Marine Biologist
Stephen Yen: Pro Soccer Player
Siena Yerby: Activist
Alison Yousefi: Anchorwoman
Elizabeth Zeng: Dragon Empress
Jordan Zirkel: Camp Counselor
CLASS OF 2011
Class of 2013
Class of 2013
Class of 2013
That will be the day when...

Meg Y, Elena A, and Danielle G aren't Mi Amigas - Peter B and Evan B don't play Fantasy Football - "Twilight" isn't popular - Nick M and Chris M aren't in 9th grade math - Sarah B isn't great at all sports - Jason D isn't reading in class - Gavin L isn't wearing a hat - Kaylin T wears pink - Nick G isn't chewing gum - Rose P doesn't quote the show Friends - Conor M isn't wearing sunglasses - Bryan and Emily B aren't twins - Autumn F isn't dancing during lunch - Claire F isn't in love with dinosaurs - Lucy F isn't good at soccer - Cray N has an afro again - Chelsea T isn't laughing - Nadav D isn't the lead of the play - Samantha K isn't bothering Abby C - Matthew C isn't looking in Brian C's binders during English class - Lahisha F is loud in school - Acadia M doesn't get injured - Laura B isn't sarcastic - Leland K doesn't run everywhere - Tim D isn't drawing in math - Lysander C doesn't tilt on his chair and twirl his pencil - Daniel H isn't fixing all the teachers ACTIVBoards - Sebastian R isn't talking about Madame Welburn's shoes - Jamie W isn't in love with dragons - a teacher pronounces Aisling H's name right on the first try - someone can read Becca J's handwriting - Ben T doesn't bring little toys to French class - Rachel Z isn't great at the clarinet - people aren't telling Forrest D "run Forrest, run" - BJ O and Will O aren't playing with tech decks - Nick C is not good at French - Philip M sings - Michael W hasn't seen an episode of "The Office" - Miranda G doesn't love candy - Thomas B doesn't like baseball - Hannah L, Danielle S and Lydia M don't love the Jonas Brothers - James P's handwriting is big - Tatiana G doesn't have the best drive on the field hockey team - Samantha L doesn't become hysterical with laughter - Robbie H puts the III after his name - Chrístain K isn't using a football binder - Shane M doesn't dress like a gangster - Elise M gets a ride to and from school - Gabe J. doesn't hit Nikita R with a badminton racket - Shelby J isn't wearing Abercrombie - Brian M doesn't get Clam Chowder in Rhode Island - Megan H. doesn't like cats - Chris H. doesn't talk in science class
That'll Be the Day When...

Eighth Graders - Houses III & VI
Confessions

Sometimes I wonder if they’re not my biological parents.

I’m a shopaholic.
I’m always worried that my dad won’t come home one day.

My dad wants me to be a football player but I like ballet better.
I can’t wait to leave Concord.
I can’t believe I ate the whole thing.

I <3 the 8-Seal Tusk art section

Everyone thinks I don’t love my little sister, but I think she’s the BEST.

He broke my heart.
I stole Ms. Crowley’s pencil.

I hate people who remind me of myself.
I know who killed me.
I put down my friends so that I feel better about myself.

People think I’m an F student, but I actually get A’s.

I sneak out of the house just so that I’m by myself.

Everyone thinks I’m just a “nerd” but I want to be a professional DJ when I grow up.

I get butterflies in my stomach when she walks by.

Emily B. is an amazing artist

I like my dog’s dog treats.

Spill Your Secrets.
What Were They Thinking?

"Is that Jodi Picoult with Mr. Stern?"

"When do I get to eat my birthday cake?"

"Will the real Joe the Plumber, please stand up?"

"Future 1st round pick of Major League Soccer"

"How do you like our new invention?"

"Two more books and we have the record"
8th Grade Homerooms

- Mr. Stern
  Math

- Mr. Crowley
  Math

- Ms. Rodriguez-Digon
  Spanish

- Ms. Paladino
  Science
Ms. Oelkers
English

Ms. Morran
English

Mr. Robbins
Social Studies

Mr. Murphy
Social Studies

8th Grade Homerooms
... Be a **werewolf** or a **Vampire**

**EAT 8 LIVE Spiders or wear green for the rest of your life?**

**Have A Mac or a PC?**

Not be able to see the color of the clothes you wear or never hear your favorite music

Be allergic to candy and chocolate or have a dad who walked around in a clown suit everyday?

Be able to tell the future or have all the money you’ve ever needed

Be grounded in your basement for 5 years or be stuck in an elevator for five months?

Have a **pet monkey** or a **SEAL??**
REMEMBER WHEN...

Lysander C. told Ms. Durvasula how to pronounce Knossos... Meg Y., Elena A., Danielle G., Andrew D., Evan B., and Peter B.W. were amigos... The 6 lemon specials class in 6th grade had a moose... Cray N. had big hair... Aaron H. won the geo bee 6th grade... Mr. Robbin's homeroom was the Rockin' Robbins... everyone sang the Nick-Nick McCormick song... Chelsea T. had brown hair... Julia R. ate a lollipop with a bug in it... Laura B. fainted in 6th grade social studies... Lucy F and Claire F. made a gnome world in science... There was a blindfolded maze in French... Becca J., Audrey N., Aisling H., and Miranda G's water wheel fell apart during their demonstration... Mr. Pattie gave section 4 his podium... Jason D. pronounced beach wrong... Chris M. had blue contacts... Leland K. sang "don't laugh at me"... Mr. Unobskey dressed up as a cougar... Mr. Shattuck knew all the South Park references... Autumn F. split her water wheel hose on Bryan B... Casey M. sang "these boots are made for walking" in 7th grade math... Katie A. got a black eye... Ms. Durvasula's 7th grade social studies class couldn't stop smelling the lemon soap... Ms. Benoit was Ms. BENWAH... The track team stole Seamus L's paint sample hat... Mike W. dressed up for halloween in a purple suit... Lila S. slept in math... Rose P. taught people gibberish but they were bad... Kevin J. said "Like a lullaby?"... Phil M. said "son of a banshee" in music... Alex S. cut peoples hair in science... The Activ votes said BEFACED... Evan A. proposed to Andrew D... Tim B. left the class in Spanish when we had a sub... Jack C. asked how to spell OF... Mathew Chang had hot detergent on his hands... Annabelle C. hid when the film canister exploded in science... Abby C., Hannah L., and Samantha L. made a shopping parody in music... Robbie H. made up TBB... Brian R. said, "and then the cows take over" in health... We had a fabulous three years at CMS!
Boys Soccer

Girls Soccer

Field Hockey

Cross Country

Boys Basketball

Girls Basketball

2008-2009 Concord Middle School Sports Teams
JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING TECHNICOLOUR DREAMCOAT

March 20th-21st at 7:00 pm
March 22nd at 2:30 pm
If People were a Song

Rose Paleologos - Bubbly (Colbie Caillat)

Peter Bailey-Wells - Eye of the Tiger (Survivor)

Rachel Zhu & Julia Reynolds - Circus (Britney Spears)

Caitlin Berube - Decode (Paramore)

Sebastiaan Rodriguez - DotA (Basshunter)

Philip Mitchell - I Hate Everything About You (Three Days Grace)

Miranda Gaehde & Danielle Scichilone - And She Said (Lucas Prada)

Hannah Ryde & Galen Kerr - Halo (Beyoncé)

Nicole Voysest - Starstruckk (3OH!3)

Jessica Vultaggio - Don't Trust Me (3OH!3)

Brian Chen - Zipp-a-dee-doo-dah (Disney)

Tatiana Grava - Young Folks (Peter Bjorn and John)

Megah Healy - Lip Gloss (Lil’ Mama)

Will O’Brien - So Confused (Anima)

Jaime Kass - Hollywood’s Not America (Ferras)
The Secret Lives of Students

Michael Wipper - Sumo Wrestler

Sarah Huggins - Wife of Chace Crawford

Chris McKinney - Computer Technician

Dan DeRoche - Pro Skier

Chloe Bruning - Movie Star

Nick Confrey - French Ambassador

Sarah Bagley - Pro Hockey Player

Izze Caliandro - Hippie Superhero

Yvonne Cristy - Fashion Expert

Jack Struck - Verizon Guy

Jasmin Pimentel - Nutcracker Ballerina

Maggie Fisher - Ninja

Chris Hickling - Discovery Channel Announcer

Jesse Brennan - Secret Agent
Seventh Graders
If Students Were in a T.V. Show

American Idol: Allie MacKenzie, Alain Dor

Saturday Night Live: Sam Copeland, Soleina Garcia

Project Runway: Siena Yerby, Samantha Kindler

Friday Night Lights: Annie Grant, Tim Badgley

Heroes: Lea Guertin, Kevin Wholihan

Grey's Anatomy: Audri Monteiro, Stephen Yen

CSI: Casey Mandrioli, Elijah Swanson

Lost: William Boyajian, Claire Megan

The Office: Peter Anastos, Maddie Holmes, Eva Leibbrandt

Friends: Acadia Moeyersoms, Abby Cramer

South Park: Oliver Ward, Rachel Zhu

Sports Center: Jillian D’Arrigo, Andrew Della Vope

Prison Break: Annabelle Davies, Sam Venti

Extreme Home Makeover: Don Callahan, Maddie Kiszewski

Gossip Girl: Annabelle Collins, Jake Gutwillig

Man vs. Wild: Brian Rich, Meg Yamin

Fear Factor: Clara Vierstra, Nick Given

Simpsons: James Palmer, Amanda Eckavari

Spongebob Squarepants: BJ Oh, Shirley Wang

30 Rock: Andrew DiGiovonni, Michelle Burke
6th, 7th, and 8th Grades
Maroon and Gold Day
SUPER POWERS
People Should Have

Guy Shapiro & Claire Fitch - Super Strength
Sarah Adams & Lysander Christakis - Mind Reading
Patrick Falzer & Thomas Street - Invisibility
Briggs Hupper & Jaime Kass - Flight
Seamus Lawlor & Jack Colton - Super Speed
Jack Struck & Robert Lahey - Time Travel
Neha Bhatia & Sid Srivistiva - Super Memory
Clara Vierstra & Lucy Fell - Teleportation
Linda Yang & Christian Krueger - Mind Manipulator
Lila Selle & Nadav DeSharone - Predicting the Future
Abby Cramer & Gavin Lambert - Super Sight
Seventh Graders
Eighth Graders
Pens vs. Pencils: 55.5% vs. 44.5%

Mac vs. PC: 73% vs. 27%

Beach vs. Pool: 75.5% vs. 24.5%

Shorts vs. Jeans: 42% vs. 58%

Dunkin' Donuts vs. Starbucks: 55% vs. 45%

Red Sox vs. Patriots: 53.5% vs. 46.5%

Skiing vs. Snowboarding: 60% vs. 40%

Long Hair vs. Short Hair: 71% vs. 29%

Laptop vs. Desktop: 85% vs. 15%

Delia's vs. PacSun: 45% vs. 55%
8th Graders

Houses 3 & 6
2008-2009 CMS CLUBS

Environmental Club

Newspaper

City Design Team

Model UN

Math Team

Science Olympiad
This year saw record numbers of students from Peabody on the committee. Thanks to all members for their hard work and perseverance. Special thanks to our photographers Izze C., Mei E., Meghan G., Jillian D., Julia D., Nikita R., and Hannah R.

Extra special thanks to Nikita and Becca for your help during crunch time. Rose Paleologos and Chloe Bruning did yeoman work as Editors this year. They designed both the front and back covers. Enjoy the book!!!!

Mr. Stern
SHOUT OUTS!!!

Becca, Laura, Lila, Neha, Nikita, Rose, Sammy, and Samantha-Love You!
-Everyone

Lydia-<3 you so much!
Your tff,
Hannah L.

Hello 8th grade!
-Class cutters anonymous

Hi Laylay!
I love the Mi Amigas.
-Dani G.

Dynamic 3-oh lives on! Love ya
Fuschia + Ebony!
-Scarlett

OMG!
ILY Lahisha :)
-Hannah Wilson

I love you Muffin Poo.
Love, Snookie-Poo

Nick G-
"Don't make me get the holy water."
-Mrs. L

Hey (A)va, OYA?! -(A)lana :)

Haze Specials Family!
-Anonymous

I love you too Snookie Poo.
Love, Muffin Poo

Best Friends Forever:
Chen, Jazzy, Bri, and Danise!
SHOUT OUTS!

Boom splurge
Anonymous

MUSHROOMS WILL
DOMINATE EARTH.
-XY24

To all of the peeps
that I love. Thank you
for getting me
through my years at
CMS!
xoxo, Chloe B

Heyy my babes!
I <3 you guys!
Thx 4 being thr 4 me,
ur the best!
You Pretty Girls!
xoxo, Katherine

Hi Mei!
-Galen

Hi Claire!

To all the amazing people
I've met these three years.
Love you all! Keep smiling.
xo, Allie

PIP IS A STALKER!!!
Anonymous

Kitty!
-Will Easterday

Yellow socks
and tissue paper!! :)
Anonymous

Oliver Ward
-Kid of the year

Hi Galen!
-Mei

Hey Pip, Mo, and
Ariel!
-Love,
Annie

Hi Mei!
-Claire

Cheezball!!
-Saturday, Saturday

Briggsy Boy,
How do you like your
pasta?
From your favorite girls.
p.s. Do you have any
candy canes?

Watch out- Sid will
bomb you!
-Patrick and Steven
8th Grade Tribute

I've been waiting for my dreams
To turn into something
I could believe in
And looking for that
Magic rainbow
On the horizon
I couldn't see it
Until I let go
Gave into love and watched all the
bitterness burn
Now I'm coming alive
Body and soul
And feelin' my world start to turn

And I'll taste every moment
And live it out loud
I know this is the time,
This is the time to be
More than a name
Or a face in the crowd
I know this is the time
This is the time of my life
Time of my life

And I'm out on the edge of forever
Ready to run
I'm keeping my feet on the ground
Arms open wide
Face to the sun

I'll taste every moment
And live it out loud
I know this is the time,
This is the time to be
More than a name
Or a face in the crowd
I know this is the time
This is the time of my life
Time of my life

Holding onto things that vanished
Into the air
Left me in pieces
But now I'm rising from the ashes
Finding my wings
And all that I needed
Was there all along
Within my reach
As close as the beat of my heart

Sung by David Cook